El Orfanato
Directed by: Juan Antonio Bayona (2007)

The former orphan Laura raises her adopted son Simón with her husband Carlos in an old house and former orphanage where she was raised. Simón is HIV positive and tells Laura that he has five invisible friends, and she believes they are fruit of his imagination. Laura decides to reopen an orphanage for handicapped children in the location and during the opening party, Simón calls her to show the little cabin of his friend Tomás. The busy Laura does not gives much attention to her son; then she sees a mysterious masked boy and Simón vanishes. Laura feels the presence of other persons in the house and months later, the desperate Laura invites a team of parapsychologists to try to unravel the mystery.

Written by Claudio Carvalho, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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7:00 pm
Kittredge Auditorium (HBC)

All films are in Spanish, with English subtitles.

Please join us for a good movie and a cup of coffee!
Everybody is welcome!